Low Tare Weight
and outstanding Strength
8 - 24 tonnemetres

The Workhorse
for your Working day

HMF’s new range of truck-mounted loader cranes from 8 through
24 tonnemetres is the strong workhorse designed to suit your
working day.
Whether you are working with grab, hook or personnel basket, you
can find the crane that matches your individual needs in HMF’s
mid-range. If you need quality, exclusive finish and a long life-span,
HMF is the ideal choice.
With an HMF crane in the 8 - 24 tm range on your truck, you will be
able to handle the most demanding jobs, where a fast and flexible
adaptation is required (e.g. from crane to personnel basket or fitting
of a grab and winch).
The crane series is designed with HMF’s well-known focus on quality,
long life-span and low maintenance costs. The cranes are made of
ultra-high tensile steel and all components, down to the smallest
gaskets, have been thoroughly selected to ensure operational safety
and a longer life span.
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Tested to the limit:
All HMF cranes in the 8 - 24 tm range have been
dynamically tested more than 100,000 times at a
load moment of 125 %. When they have proved to
be able to manage such rough handling, they are
ready for work.

Internal pipes and hoses:
The most exposed pipes and hoses are fed
internally through the crane and are perfectly
protected against wear and tear.

The HMF RCL 5300 Safety System:
The RCL controller is constantly monitoring all
crane functions and the load moment of the crane.
This gives the operator complete control and a
perfect view.

HMF InfoCentre:
Information about the current load moment on
the crane gives the operator greater control and
optimal conditions for the task.

Power Plus:
Choose between single or dual Power Plus link
arm system to create the optimal crane for the
most demanding of jobs.

Extensive range of options:
The crane is available with winch, personnel
basket, manual extensions, lighting and painting
upon request.

Features
and Options
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• An over-bending to 15° at maximum load moment gives the possibility to handle the most demanding and difficult lifting tasks
• The EVS stability safety system (Electronic Vehicle Stability) takes into consideration the load on the truck body and provides
enhanced capacity
• Up to 8 hydraulic extensions with oil regeneration system
• Hexagonal cross profile in the boom system
• All extensions are equipped with lifting eyes
• Made of ultra-high tensile steel and powder coated to obtain a perfect finish and a long life span
• Hydraulic hoses are fed internally
• Cast and heat-treated lower part of the column
• Hardened bolts as standard
• The best power-to-weight ratio on the market. The cranes have been developed by using the most recent and best hightensile materials
• The most limited chassis space requirements on the market giving optimum space on the truck body
• Sturdy and maintenance-free sealing system for extension cylinders
• Wide range of options and accessories
• Numerous operation possibilities: Ground control (JS), stand-up controls (HS, HS10), top seat (TS) or radio remote control (RC)
• Possibility of single or double stabilizer beam with manual or hydraulic extension
• Choose between fixed, mechanical or hydraulic stabilizer legs

Power Plus

Single Power Plus link arm system
Single Power Plus link arm system means that the crane is equipped
with link arms on the jib. This feature increases the lifting capacity
significantly when the boom system is completely extended. This means,
among other things that the crane is capable of working considerably
faster when loading and unloading as well as grab application work.
Cranes with single Power Plus link arm system are particularly well
suited for working at a low height and at long reach.
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Grouping in the 8-24 tm range
8-12 tm

13-17 tm

18-24 tm

Hydraulic extensions

1-5

1-6

2-8

Swing-up stabilizer leg to 180°

+

+

+

Oil cooler

+

+

+

MEWP (Personnel basket)

+

+

+

Radio remote controlled stabilizers

+

+

+

Winch

+

+

+

FLY-JIB 350

-

+

+

FLY-JIB 600

-

+

+

Extra valves with internal hose routing

+

+

+

Manual extensions

+

+

+

Choice between alternative control modes

+

+

+

Powder coating in optional colour

+

+

+

+ = Option
- = N/A

Dual Power Plus link arm system
Dual Power Plus link arm system means that the crane is equipped with
two link arms on the jib and on the crane column respectively.
This feature makes the crane suitable for working at long reach and in
high positions, for example with personnel basket, winch or Fly-Jib. The
dual link arm system enables the crane to work faster but at the same
time with very precise and regular movements in the entire working area
at any height and any reach.

Safety First

Manufactured according to EN 12999

Numerous operation possibilities

The EN 12999 Legislation is a harmonized standard for
truck-mounted cranes. It specifies a number of minimum
requirements for the design as well as for examination
and test of the crane.

All HMF cranes are available with a number of different types of
control modes upon request.

All HMF’s cranes are designed to comply with these
requirements and more.

- JS: Standard operation. The control valve is placed so that
ground control is possible.
- HS and HS10: HS is stand-up control and means that the
operator is standing on a platform on the crane.
- TS: Top seat control. The crane is equipped with a seat fitted
on the side of the column. The operator is thus well protected
and has increased visibility while operating the crane.
- RC: RC is radio control and means that the crane is operated
from a remote control box that the operator is holding in his
hands. This provides the ultimate freedom of action for
demanding tasks.
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Maintenance contracts

HMF EVS stability safety system

HMF InfoCentre

The most expensive crane in the world
is one that isn’t earning you money.
HMF offers three different types of
service contracts that covers planned
maintenance and major service overhauls.

HMF’s patent pending stability safety
system, EVS, is continuously taking into
account the current load on the vehicle so
that crane and truck are in perfect balance.
As the system includes the load on the
truck body as a part of the tare weight
of the vehicle, it means that you actually
obtain a considerably larger working area
with a load on the truck body – thanks
to EVS. This means that you obtain both
an extraordinary high level of safety and
larger capacity with EVS.

HMF’s patent protected InfoCentre makes
crane operation easier and safer, both for
the experienced and the less experienced
operator. Just like the dashboard in a
truck allows the driver to receive the most
important information on the speed of the
vehicle, the HMF InfoCentre continuously
informs the operator about the current
load moment and condition of the crane.
Through graphic symbols that are very
easy to understand, the HMF InfoCentre
constantly indicates the system status, the
load moment, the heel of the crane and
much more. If the crane stops, the operator can immediately read the reason for
this on the display and take action in time.

We get you back to work with a crane
that has been thoroughly checked
and serviced by trained technical
specialists in servicing HMF products
and only using genuine HMF parts.
Ask for a brochure on HMF’s service
concept at your dealer.

EVS is an option on all cranes in the 8
through 24 tonnemetre range.

HMF - Strength within and on the Outs
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side

When you invest in a crane from HMF, you invest in safety for the operator,
high operational safety and a lot of power to lift. Read about
all the advantages of an HMF crane
Your mobile business card

HDL-d

When you invest in a crane from HMF, you make an
investment in the future. You can count on a product
that withstands daily use, wear and tear and the
weather conditions for years. HMF’s uncompromising
focus on quality into every detail is our guarantee
for your investment. This goes for each single
com-ponent, from the largest cylinder to the smallest
o-ring and for the way we finish the crane. We know
very well that your crane is more than just a working
tool – it is also your mobile business card and needs
to keep a good appearance for as many years as it is
working for you.

HDL-d is an electronic system which automatically
adapts the crane speed to the working situation.
You thus avoid big and sudden stress, which may
damage the crane or reduce its life span.

HMF RCL 5300 Safety System
Safe and simple operation via a big and clear display,
where the load moment and condition of the crane
can constantly be read. The operator has access to
dual controls, which means operation of the crane
from both sides of the truck – this ensures improved
safety and faster operation.

Sturdy in real life
HMF’s EQC surface treatment gives a perfect finish
and a long life span. The finished powder coating
has a thickness between 80 and 120 μm and we are
testing the paint film thickness on each single item
before mounting it. Perhaps 80 to 120 μm does not
sound a lot, but it is more than enough to cover
any microscopic roughness on the surface and to
prevent corrosion for a long time to come. According
to standards, the painted surface must be able to
resist constant intensively concentrated salt fog
for an entire month without showing any sign of
corrosion. HMF’s components endure this without
any problems.

Life is hard
A crane that is intensively used has to be able to
withstand the hardest wear. The paint must not
flake off or show signs of crazing; the surface must
remain as undamaged as possible. HMF’s particular
anti-corrosive pre-treatment means that the paint
fixes to the surface by means of dense microscopic
”hooks”.

Environmentally friendly
HMF’s EQC surface treatment (Environmentally friendly
Quality Coating) conforms to the high environmental
requirements in Denmark (when speaking of chemicals,
solvents and air control). We comply with all Danish and
European environmental standards for both the present
and the future.

Stable operation
- when it counts
EVS (Electronic Vehicle Stability) is an electronic
monitoring system constantly checking the stability
of the vehicle in all possible working situations.
In many working situations it is not possible to
completely extend stabilizer beams. Therefore you
have to solve the task and you can do that thanks
to EVS. The system thus ensures that the crane and
truck are always in perfect balance. If the crane
approaches the max permissible limit and the vehicle
starts being unstable, the system automatically
reduces the speed so that you always keep complete
control.

Internal hose routing
The most exposed pipes and hydraulic hoses for
both the crane and the stabilizers are fed internally.
This is to protect the essential parts against sunlight,
unnecessary wear and tear, bumps, rain and
aggressive detergents.

HMF
Grow the Business
HMF is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of truck-mounted loader cranes.
From the modest beginnings in the post-war years, where our founder, Arne Bundgaard Jensen, bought a bicycle repair shop, through
to today where HMF is a high-technological, international company where the focus is still on one single thing: To make our best every
single time and every single day.
Today HMF manufactures cranes, specialised vehicle bodies, tail lifts and transport equipment, which are sold and serviced in more
than 50 countries worldwide.
HMF is known worldwide for its quality cranes in all sizes from the small Handy cranes to the giants with a lifting capacity of up to
85 tonnemetres. All of it in the outstanding quality we have always stood for.
No matter where in the world you are, HMF’s cranes with the well-known blue and red logo stand for outstanding quality, finish, life
span and strength.
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